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Gentlegiantof bass
This ported l2in subwoofer from SVS might be big and brutal in appearance, but Ed Settey
discovers its performance is rather refined, too

ASACOMPANY,
SVS has taken

f?he

driver is manied
to SVS's 500W
Sledge DSPamplifier

the'no

substitute for cubic
capacity'maxim and

Ported, front-firing

ftogged it to death.
Then ftogged it a bit
more. The PB-2000
subwoofer is at the
affordabte end of its
portfolio but it is stitt
a huge piece of kit.
The PB ctassification
denotes a ported
model. so as we[[ as

confined location.
This is possibty to
its advantage, as

the PB-2000 is
wett-buitt but far
from pretty, and
the less said about
the removabte

port working on the
same axis. Now no

appearance

l2in woofer is ever
going to be tiny, but
at 55cm deep and
over 50cm high, the PB-2000
s a bit of a whopper.

lnternalty, the PB-2000 uses the tatest
Stedge amptifier from the company and
devetops a heatthy 500W. lt's been designed
specificalty to match the driver, a[uminium
long-throw unit shared with the sea[ed-box
SB-2000 version. When placed in this massive
enctosure it gives a ctaimed low-end response
of 17Hz at -3dB. For those of you not fussed by
numbers, this transtates to pretty damn [ow,
and a couple of dB more subterranean than its
seated-box sibting.
a trip to the gym...
As you might expect, instatting such a thing is
a fut[-body workout

After

(atthough the
packaging is we[[
designed to aid

extraction) but
once in ptace, the
PB-2OOO responds

entirely benignty

to auto setup

REL T7;

No

439(w) x 531(h)
LFE

x

559(d)mm

29.5k9
input; stereo line-level

input; stereo line-tevet output

Given its size

and menacing

Vetodyne EQ-Maxl2

amptif ier (1,100W peak)

huge steet gritt,

driver, there is a 4in

One of four ported
subwoofers in the
SVS range

lTHz (-3dB)
500W Stedge DSP

the better.

a 12in forward-firing

Ported l2in
subwoofer with
500W Stedge
DSP amptifier

I x 12in 'high-output'bass driver

processes. And
despite the presence
of that chunky bass
port, the SVS doesn't
seem flummoxed
when ptaced in a
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-

and SVS's bass
know-how - you
might expect the
PB-2000 to be
a bit of an unruty monster in use, but there
is a tittte more to the performance than
organ-rattting tow-end.
With the beach invasionin Edge of
Tomorrow. the SVS has no trouble in
converting exptosions into visceraI and
impressivety deep bass that can be fett as
much as heard. There is no sign of overhang or
cabinet noise, and subsequent[y no question
that the PB-2000 is a fine foiIfor action films.
Where this f,740 sub is more of a surprise is
in terms of how impressivety subtte and refined
it can be when you need a more nuanced
performance. With the 24-bit/ 96kNz LPCM
audio track of Pink Ftoyd's The Endless River
(Btu-ray), the SVS is wonderfulty smooth
and manages to generate futsome lower
frequencies without ever becoming a
distraction, able to integrate with pretty much
any speaker with a sub-l00Hz crossover in
a way that is deliciously seamless. Bass is
detaited, controlled and even at low listening
levels has real impact to it.
This atl-round abitity makes the SVS
something of a star. lt can deliver the eyebattcrushing silliness of movie night without
breaking sweat, white retishing the more
taidback task of mid-week TV lf you have
the space for it and you don't mind the rather
brutatist appearance, the PB-2000 is a
seriousty tatented subwoofer
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+ Tet: 01423 358 846
HIGHS: PowerfuI sound; impressively refined;
competitivety priced; wett buitt
LOWS: Rather bulky; not very attractive; only
availabte in btack
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